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Swarm already makes it possible to follow 
temporal changes in the core field with high precision    

§  Core field (radial component, degrees 1-13), Core field variation and 
acceleration (radial component, degrees 1-16) at the core surface, data from 10 
years of Champ data and 2 years of Swarm data  

§  Temporal resolution, however, is limited (B-splines with 6 months knot 
spacing), limiting the possibility of studying field “pulses” (Chulliat et al. 
GRL, 2010), and possible fast waves. 

Finlay et al., EPS, 2016 
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Fig. 9 Radial field to degree 13, radial secular variation (SV) and radial secular acceleration (SA), both to degree 16, at the core surface in 2015. Units 
are mT = 106nT, µT/year = 103nT/year and µT/year2 = 103nT/year2. Map projection is Hammer-Aitoff
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Swarm also makes it possible to improve the lithospheric 
field recovery thanks to its gradient concept    

§  Lithospheric field model from CHAOS-6 (radial component, degrees 16-110, at 
Earth’s surface), data from 10 years of Champ data and 2 years of Swarm data.  

§  More improvement is expected when Swarm Alpha and Charlie will be at lower 
altitudes. Note, however, the fairly systematic occurrence of along-track 
(North-South) bands of apparent signal. 

Page 11 of 18Finlay et al. Earth, Planets and Space  (2016) 68:112 

is associated with an increase in disorganized noise in 
maps. We therefore believe the SV in CHAOS-6 is satis-
factory out at least to degree 16, and possibly even as far 
as degree 18. Turning to the SA spectrum, in CHAOS-6 

this converges at high degree at the core surface due to 
the applied regularization. In 2015 (relatively close to the 
model endpoint), regularization starts to dominate the 
solution already above degree 9. We nonetheless choose 
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Fig. 7 Top Map of the radial magnetic field at Earth’s surface for degrees 16–110 from CHAOS-6, units: nT. Map projection is Hammer-Aitoff. Bottom 
Spherical harmonic power spectra (left) and degree correlation (right) at Earth’s surface showing comparisons of CHAOS-6 with CHAOS-4 and MF7

Finlay et al., EPS, 2016 
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Swarm also makes it possible to follow 
temporal changes in the Solar Quiet ionospheric field    

§  This makes it possible to identify interesting new North/South asymmetries.   

§  Seasonal variations, however, are limited to three months shortest 
periodicities, limiting the possibility of studying short-lived events. 

Chulliat et al., 
EPS, 2016 

Page 11 of 18Chulliat et al. Earth, Planets and Space  (2016) 68:104 
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Fig. 7 Power spectra at altitude h = 0 km of the subsets of DIFI sine coefficients corresponding to s = 1 and p = 0 to 4. Primary, respectively sec-
ondary (induced), fields are shown in blue, respectively red

Fig. 8 (Normalized) primary equivalent current function Ψ1, DIFI-2015b model, for January 1, UT = 0, 6, 12 and 18, and F10.7 = 100 SFU. Ψ1 is normal-
ized by the maximum value for all seasons. A 13.1 kA current flows between the contours. The dip equator is depicted as a thick black line
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Swarm also makes it possible to follow 
magnetic tidal signals    

§  M2 tidal signals can be detected with only two years of Swarm data (required 10 
years of Champ data), providing information about ocean salinity and temperature, 
as well as info about solid Earth conductivity. 

§  But North-South along-track artefacts are also affecting the recovery of this 
signal.  

Sabaka et al., 
GRL, 2016 
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Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2016GL068180

Figure 2. The (top two rows) amplitude and (bottom two rows) Greenwich phase of the Br component of the oceanic M2 tidal magnetic field at 430 km altitude
computed from the theoretical forward model of Tyler, the estimate from CHAMP, and the estimates from Swarm using full gradiometry, no north-south
gradients (“NoNSG”), no east-west gradients (“NoEWG”), and no gradiometry (“NoG”) for n = 1–36.

An initial assessment is provided by a comparison of magnetic power in the form of a modification to the Rn(r)
spectrum of Lowes [1966], which measures the mean-squared magnitude of the M2 magnetic field, BM2

, over
a surface Ω of radius r per spherical harmonic degree n, but now includes a time average over TM2

given by
[Sabaka et al., 2015]

1
4!r2TM2

∫
TM2

0 ∫Ω

|||BM2
(t, r)|||

2
dΩ dt =

36∑
n=1

Rn(r), (3)

SABAKA ET AL. TIDAL MAGNETIC SIGNALS FROM SWARM 3241

Prediction Observed by Champ (10 years) Observed by Swarm (2 years) 
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Swarm field modelling residuals 
also provide useful information 

§  These are scalar (green) and scalar gradient (blue N-S, red E-W) residuals from the SIFM 
model, which (in addition to vector data) used scalar data only on the night side, and scalar 
gradient data on both day and night side, except close to the equator on the day side.   

§  This revealed the very good agreement of the scalar data on both Alpha and Charlie (with a 
bias of less than 0.3 nT), but also showed that even on night quiet times, a lot of 
geophysical signal is detected by the instruments, which are currently not 
systematically investigated (contrary to high latitude signals) 

Olsen et al., 
GRL, 2015 

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2014GL062659

Figure 4. Residuals of the scalar (green) and scalar gradient (blue for N-S
and red for E-W) data versus QD latitude for dark regions and magnetically
quiet conditions. Note the nonlinear y axis (∝ arctan(y∕5 nT)), which
emphasizes near-zero values. Solid curves show the (Huber-weighted)
mean value of the residuals in bins of 2◦ in latitude; dashed curves
represent the mean ±1 standard deviation.

since CHAOS-5 was derived using a
temporal smoothing that increased
with spherical harmonic degree, while
the SIFM provides an estimate of
the SV time-averaged over the year
for which Swarm data are available.
Nevertheless, the SIFM SV agrees
better with the CHAOS-5 SV than does
the SIFMnogradient SV. Interestingly,
this improvement arises mainly due
to the inclusion of the N-S gradient
data, which appear to be efficient
at removing magnetospheric
contamination of the zonal terms of
the modeled SV. These results are
extremely encouraging, as they show
that Swarm is already able to resolve
yearly snapshots of the SV up to
approximately n = 11. Figure 3 (left)

shows a map of the rate of change that occurred in Br between November 2013 and January 2015 at the
core-mantle boundary (CMB), as predicted from the SIFM SV up to n = 11.

The ability of gradient data to enhance the resolution of the SIFM is impressive. It is interesting, in this
respect, to have a close inspection of residuals (data minus SIFM predictions) in the scalar data F, N-S scalar
differences !FNS, and E-W differences !FEW, for dark regions and quiet conditions (Kp < 2, |dRC∕dt| ≤ 2 nT/h,
Figure 4). As expected, the largest residuals occur in the auroral zone (QD latitudes between ±65◦ and ±80◦)
and are primarily a result of polar electrojet activity. In contrast, residuals within the polar cap (> ±85◦) and
at nonpolar latitudes (< ±55◦) are generally much smaller. Residuals in F, on the other hand, display much
larger RMS misfits even at nonpolar latitudes, ranging from 2 nT (near QD latitudes of ±35◦) up to 4 nT (near
the dip equator). This is a clear signature of unmodeled contributions from the magnetospheric ring-current
signal, which has a greater impact on F near the equator than at QD latitudes of ±35◦. This rapidly varying
magnetospheric signal effectively behaves as a source of noise in F. Fortunately, it also is very large scale,
and thus, it affects gradient data (based on quasi-synchronous data, recall section 2) much less. This is the
reason that gradient data are able to help improve the quality of the field model, validating the gradient
component of the Swarm constellation concept.

4. Conclusion and Perspectives

After 1 year in space, the Swarm mission has provided a wealth of valuable data. Despite calibration issues
that currently limit a full use of the constellation configuration advantages (see R. Floberghagen et al.,
submitted manuscript, 2015), these data can already be used to produce extremely impressive results. The
SIFM model presented here provides a clear illustration of what can already be achieved.

Perhaps most importantly, the SIFM model is able to provide a description of the static lithospheric field that
is remarkably close to that of the MF7 [Maus, 2010] and CHAOS-4 [Olsen et al., 2014] models, up to at least
degree and order 60, despite the fact that these earlier models did not use a single Swarm data and relied
primarily on CHAMP data. This agreement provides both an initial validation of the Swarm mission and a
valuable a posteriori validation of the CHAMP mission.

The SIFM model also provides an initial validation of the gradient concept underlying the Swarm mission
[Friis-Christensen et al., 2006]. Although not yet capable of achieving what could possibly be achieved when
including low-altitude data from later mission phases [Olsen et al., 2006], gradient data appear to be a very
efficient way of increasing the resolution of geomagnetic field models.

More generally, the quality of the SIFM model is an encouraging preliminary result with regard to the core
field and lithospheric field models [Rother et al., 2013; Sabaka et al., 2013; Thébault et al., 2013] to be built
and distributed by ESA as so-called L2 products of the mission [see Olsen et al., 2013].

OLSEN ET AL. ©2015. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 1097
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Could the science return of the Swarm mission be 
improved by just adding a LEO nanosatellite ? 

§  Swarm has already been proven to be a great success, 
thanks, in particular, to its constellation/gradient design 

§  There are weaknesses, however, in the Swarm 
constellation: 
–   Local time separation could still be improved 
–  Orbits only cross each other at the poles 
–  Signals that are already detected by the instruments 
cannot yet fully be exploited 

§  This could potentially be improved thanks to a 
nanosatellite on a 60° inclined LEO orbit 
    -> Swarm Delta/ NanoMagSat 
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Absolute Scalar Magnetometer (CEA/LETI, CNES), 1Hz vector + 250 Hz scalar data 
Vector Field Magnetometer and Star Tracker (DTU Space), 50Hz, 1Hz 
Accelerometer (VZLU, CZ), 1Hz 
Electric Field Inst. (Charge particle imager, UC; Langmuir Probe, Uppsala), 2Hz 
GPSR  (Ruag), 1 Hz 

A simplified payload could be used by taking advantage of 
additional lessons learned from Swarm    

8 
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Br component of the core field (n=1-13) model at core surface and 
central epoch (21/02/2015) built from ASM-V data (with STR information 
for attitude reconstruction), recall earlier presentation by Vigneron et al., 
ID 731, see also Hulot et al. GRL, 2015, DOI: 10.1002/2014GL062700. 

ASM-V core field at core surface 
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ASM-V lithospheric field at Earth’s surface 

Br component of the lithospheric field (n=15-45) model at Earth’s 
surface built from ASM-V data (with STR information for attitude 
reconstruction), recall earlier presentation by Vigneron et al., ID 731, 
see also Hulot et al. GRL, 2015, DOI: 10.1002/2014GL062700.  

10 
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Example of low frequency “whistler” type of 
signals detected with the ASM burst mode 
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n  Recall earlier presentation by Coïsson et al., ID 913, session A13, “A 
Systematic Investigation of Lightning-Generated Extremely Low Frequency 
Whistlers Observed during Swarm ASM Burst Mode Sessions”  
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Progress on the ASM instrument 
§  The instrument is currently being miniaturized  (Rutkowski et al., Sensors 

Actuators, 2014). 

 

§  Issues identified on Swarm (see Léger et al., EPS, 2015; Fratter et al. AA, 
2016) are currently being solved (e.g. avoiding using a piezoelectric motor 
for the polarization, by relying on a polarization crystal). 

§  Laser source also to be changed (fibre laser to laser diode) 

§  The instrument could be run in a permanent dual mode so as to 
simultaneously provide 1Hz scalar + vector data AND up to 400 Hz scalar 
data, with improved performance. 

§  For more details, see next talk by Léger et al., ID1246. 

 

392 J. Rutkowski et al. / Sensors and Actuators A 216 (2014) 386–393

Fig. 15. (a) Discharge excitation scheme, (b) discharge ignited in a microfabricated helium cell.

5.2. Characterization

Presence of helium inside microfabricated cells and internal gas
purity are inspected by optical emission spectroscopy. A discharge
is established inside the cells with two ITO-coated glass electrodes
brought into direct contact with the structure (c.f. Fig. 15). They are
symmetrically driven with a HF signal supplied by an RF amplifier
followed by a resonant impedance matching network. The emitted
light is coupled into an optical fiber and sent to a spectrometer.
Spectral characteristics for each cell are analyzed using the NIST
Database [18]. The confinement of helium in those microfabricated
cells is confirmed.

5.3. Results

The amount of absorbed power necessary for the ignition of
plasma ranged between 2 and 3 W.  This value is an order of mag-
nitude higher than the power used to obtain stable helium plasma
with larger glassblown cells (volume 100 mm3). This high break-
down power is most likely a result of oxygen impurities found in
the emission spectra of the cells (c.f. Fig. 16). Indeed, Park et al.
[19] have shown that the breakdown voltage increases very rapidly
when a small fraction of oxygen is added to helium.

Fig. 16. Comparison of emission spectra of discharges ignited in a 100 mm3 20 Torr
glassblown helium-4 cell and microfabricated helium-4 cells filled to 50 and
150  Torr.

Further development will concentrate on the increase of the
internal atmosphere purity (elimination of oxygen) by adapting the
fabrication process. This problem will be addressed by applying a
higher vacuum level in the chamber during the sealing process.

6. Conclusions and perspectives

A miniature version of an optically pumped atomic magnetome-
ter based on paramagnetic resonance of helium-4 23S1 metastable
state has been successfully developed (c.f. Fig. 17). The sensitive
element is a 100 mm3 glassblown helium cell filled with 20 Torr of
high-purity helium-4. The sensor isotropy is provided by a liquid
crystal polarization rotator that sets the linear polarization of pump
beam at 90◦ related to the ambient magnetic field.

Neither the materials in the construction nor the electrical driv-
ing of the developed polarization rotator influence the sensitivity of
the sensor. This system can therefore be successfully applied to the
construction of a high-sensitivity isotropic atomic magnetometer.

LC polarization rotator developed in the course of miniaturiza-
tion of the macroscopic sensor obtained a PER of 20 dB. Its dynamic
response lies in the millisecond range which is fully compatible
with most of mobile applications. The temperature variation of rise
and fall times could be further optimized by integrating AC powered
heaters into the structure.

The sensor obtains a sensitivity of 10 pT/
√

Hz in the fre-
quency range from DC to 100 Hz. Further experimental work will
concentrate on the characterization of the accuracy of the present
demonstrator.

Fig. 17. The developed miniature magnetometer compared to the macroscopic ver-
sion.
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•  Several' (one' or' two' days' long)' burst' mode' sessions' were' run' during'

commissioning' of' Swarm.' This' allowed' performance' analysis' of' the'

instruments,' and' also'made' it' possible' to' detect' scien=fically' relevant''

ionospheric'signals.'

•  Below' is' an' example'of' high' frequency' signals' detected'when' crossing'

plasma'bubbles'(19/01/2014,'21:30'local'=me):'

'

•  Below'are'loca=ons'where'similar'signals'could'be'detected'by'the'ASM'

instruments' on' board' the' three' Swarm' satellites'within' the' ' 10L50'Hz'

frequency' range' on' the' same' day' (19/01/2014).' These' signals' were'

detected'by'the'three'satellites'(which'were'following'each'other'closely'

on'a'“pearl'on'a'string”'configura=on'on'that'day),'only'at'night'(21h30'

LT),' and'never'on'day' side' (9h30'LT).'These' signals'were'detected' in'a'

way'consistent'with'signals'detected'by'the'Langmuir'probes.'This'shows'

that' the' burst' mode' can' robustly' detect' high' frequency' signals'

associated'with'plasma'bubbles.'

'

•  Interes=ng' “whistler”' signals' could' also' be' detected' by' the'ASM'burst'

mode.'Those' illustrated'below'occurred'on'22/02/2014,'when'the' local'

=me' was' 18:27,' at' an' equatorial' la=tude' and' longitude' of' 84°.' These'

whistlers' were' simultaneously' detected' by' all' satellite' and' are''

unambiguously' associated' with' the' occurrence' of' lightning' within' the''

troposphere' (for' more' details,' see' Poster' AE33B,0447' “WhistlerLlike'

Signals'Detected'Simultaneously'by'Swarm'Satellites”'by'Coïsson'et'al.).'''

•  Three' iden=cal' satellites' launched'on'November'2013,' two'

satellites'sideLbyLside'(1.4°'separa=on)'on'a'polar'LEO'(87.4°,'

currently' at' about' 460' km' al=tude),' with' a' local' =me' (LT)'

dri`' of' about' 2,7h/month,' a' third' satellite' on' a' slightly'

higher'orbit'(88°,'currently'at'about'520'km),'allowing'for'a'

progressive'LT'separa=on.'

•  Expected' life=me:' Complete' constella=on' up' to' at' least'

2022,'higher'satellite'up'to'at'least'2024.'

•  Payload:'

L  ASM'magnetometer'(CEA/LETI,'CNES),'that'can'operate'in'

vector'mode'(1Hz)'or'Burst'mode'(250'Hz)'(see'box'1)'
L  Fluxgate' magnetometer' (1Hz/50' Hz)' and' star' camera'

(DTU'Space,'2'Hz)'

L  Accelerometer'(VZLU,'CZ),'1'Hz'

L  Electric' Field' Inst.' (Charge'par=cle' imager,'UC;' Langmuir'

Probe,'Uppsala,'2'Hz)'

L  GPSR''(Ruag),'1'Hz'

•  Scien=fic' goals:' Inves=ga=on' of' the' magne=c' fields' of' the'

core,' lithosphere,' ionosphere,' magnetosphere,' oceans' and'

of' the' electrical' currents' these' induce,' as' well' as' of' the'

ionospheric'environment.'

•  Technical'goals'relevant'for'the'NanoMagSat'project:'

demonstra=ng'the'usefulness'of'the'ASM’s'burst'and'vector'

modes'(the'laker,'experimental).'

Towards'lowLcost'permanent'spaceLborne'observa=on'of'the'geomagne=c'field'and'ionospheric'environment 
G.'Hulot1,'J.M.'Léger2,'P.'Vigneron1,'T.'Jager2,'F.'Bertrand2,'P.'Coïsson1,'E.'Astafyeva1,L.'Tomasini3'

1IPG'Paris,'Sorbonne'Paris'Cité,'Université'Paris'Diderot'–'CNRS,'France;'2CEALLe=,'MINATEC'Campus,'Grenoble,'France;'3CNES,'Toulouse,'France.'

A41H'

L0153'

SpaceLborne'observa=on'of'the'Earth’s'magne=c'field'and'of'the'ionospheric'

environment'started'early'on' in' the'history'of'space'explora=on.'Only'since'

1999,' however,' has' con=nuous' low' Earth' orbi=ng' observa=on' successfully'

been' achieved,' thanks,' in' par=cular,' to' the' Oersted,' CHAMP' and' Swarm'

missions.' These' missions' have' demonstrated' the' usefulness' of' longLterm'

con=nuous'observa=on'from'space'for'a'wealth'of'applica=ons,'ranging'from'

understanding' the' fast' and' small' scales' of' the' Earth’s' core' dynamo,' to'

inves=ga=ons' of' s=ll' poorly' understood' ionospheric' phenomena.' Here' we'

point' out' that' such' observa=ons' could' be' achieved' by'much' cheaper' freeL

orbi=ng' gradient' stabilized' 12U' nanosatellites,' such' as' the' “NanoMagSat”'

nanosatellite' concept' currently' under' phase' 0' within' CNES.' Such' satellites'

would' not' require' sophis=cated' orbit' or' aotude' control,' and' would' take'

advantage'of'a'miniaturized'version'of'the'absolute'magnetometer'designed'

by'CEALLETI,'which'currently'operates'on'the'Swarm'mission.'This'instrument'

is' capable' of' simultaneously' providing' absolute' scalar' and' vector'

measurements' of' the' magne=c' field' at' 1' Hz' sampling' rate,' together' with'

higher' frequency' (250' Hz' sampling' rate)' absolute' scalar' data.' It' would' be'

coupled' with' star' imagers' for' aotude' res=tu=on,' together' with' other'

instruments' providing' addi=onal' measurement' capabili=es' for' ionospheric'

science' and' monitoring' purposes' (vector' field' measurements' beyond' 1Hz,'

plasma'density,'electron'temperature,'TEC,'in'par=cular).'Because'Swarm'will'

very' likely' ensure' data' acquisi=on' on' polar' orbits' for' at' least' another' 10'

years,' a'first' “NanoMagSat”' satellite' could'be' launched'on'an' inclined'orbit'

(within'the'60°'range)'to'provide'a'muchLneeded'fast' local'=me'coverage'of'

all' subLauroral' la=tudes.' Beyond' this' maiden' mission,' “NanoMagSat”'

satellites'could'next'be'used'as'a'baseline'for'the'progressive'establishment'

and'maintenance'of'a'permanent'interna=onal'network'of'a'small'number'of'

satellites,'operated'and'coordinated'simultaneously'and' in'a'way'analogous'

to'the'Intermagnet'network'of'ground'magne=c'observatories.''
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ASM MAIN MISSION  
As the magnetic reference of the ESA Swarm mission, ASM shall provide absolute 
measurements of the Earth’s magnetic field strength, with unequaled 
performances, independent of the field modulus, the spatial position and 
orientation :  
- Measurement range: [15 µT - 65 µT], 
- Scalar bandwidth / sampling rate : 

- Standard mode:  [0 – 0,4 Hz]  / 1 Hz 
- Burst mode :  [0 – 100 Hz] / 250 Hz 

 - for ambient noise level measurement  
 - may also have a scientific interest ? 

- Scalar resolution / precision :    
-  Resolution < 1 pT/ √Hz [DC-100 Hz] demonstrated over the [15 µT - 65 µT] range  
- Precision < 1 pT (Fs = 1 Hz, BW = 0,4 Hz ! σ = R * √BW < 1 pT) 

-  Scalar accuracy : 
-  The internal ASM accuracy error sources have been accurately characterized 
-  Maximum accuracy error after correction : σmax : 65 pT 

- Stability :  
-  Better than 25 pT over 15 days, demonstrated at Chambon-La-Forêt (IPGP) 

ASM SIDE MISSION  
On an experimental basis, ASM shall provide absolute measurements of the 
Earth’s magnetic field direction , the nominal Swarm vector data being delivered by 
the VFM.  
" unique instrument in providing simultaneous absolute scalar & vector 
measurements at the same point 
" auto calibration, permanent quality assessment, stability, no offsets nor drifts  
Performances (inversely proportional to the field modulus) : 

- Measurement range : ± 65 µT 
- Sampling rate :  1 Hz 
- Bandwidth :  [DC- 0,4 Hz] 
-  Resolution :  < 1 nT/√Hz at 40 µT 
-  Absolute accuracy  ≤ 1 nT (2 σ) at 40 µT 

Proven concept on ground, performance to be validated in flight (will depend on the 
background noise). Swarm will offer a unique opportunity to validate the ASM vector 
data in orbit by comparing them with the VFM’s, thus opening the way for a potential  
in-space cross calibration.  

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE (SCALAR MEASUREMENT) 
ASM is a magnetic field to frequency converter based on atomic spectroscopy 
of the 4He in its metastable level 23S1. The magnetic field modulus B0 is directly 
proportional to the magnetometer’s resonance frequency F (Zeeman effect) : 

B0 = F / γ4He, with γ4He / 2π ≈ 28 GHz / T 
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STATUS  
6 ASM instruments are integrated on the 3 Swarm satellites (full cold redundancy), 
which are ready for shipment to the launch site.  
The launch from Plessetsk with a Rockot launcher is due by the end of 2013.  
ASM level 1B products will be validated during the first months following the launch, in 
close partnership between CNES, CEA-Leti and IPGP. 

SENSOR’S ISOTROPIC DESIGN 

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE (VECTOR MEASUREMENT) 
Innovative concept based on the scalar architecture using 3 orthogonal coils: 
superposition of 3 AC low frequency modulations (amplitude ~ 50 nT) on the 
static field B0, along 3 orthogonal directions. A real time analysis of the resulting 
scalar measurement, with simple deconvolution operations, provide then 
simultaneously a direct estimation of the magnetic field projections on the three 
modulation directions in addition to the static field determination. 
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A non magnetic sensor 
including the 4He cell, 
based on an isotropic 
design with a static and 
a rotating part, optimal 
resonance conditions 
controlled by a 
piezoelectric motor : no 
dead zones. 

The Swarm Absolute Scalar Magnetometer 
Isabelle Fratter 1, Jean-Michel Léger 2, François Bertrand 2, Thomas Jager 2,  

Gauthier Hulot 3, Xavier Lalanne 3  
[1] Centre National d�Etudes Spatiales (CNES), Toulouse, France 

 [2 ] Commissariat à l�Energie Atomique et aux Energies Alternatives (CEA - Leti ), Grenoble, France 
[3] Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP), Paris, France 

Vector calibration process and results  

m = +1 
m = 0 
m = -1 

4He metastable state 
23S1 

4He excited state 
23P0 

4He ground state 
11S0  

Selective optical 
pumping (laser) 

Radiative  
desexcitation 

t~10-7s 

 
HF discharge  Lifetime 

t~10-3s 

Magnetic 
resonance at 
frequency F 

→ 
bmx cos(Ωxt) 

→ 
bmz cos(Ωzt) 

→ 
bmy cos(Ωyt) 

→ 
B0 

•  The'ASM'is'a'magne=c'field'to'frequency'converter,'with'B=F/γ."

•  γ'is'the'4He'gyromagne=c'ra=o'for'the'23S1'state,'and'F'is'the'magne=c'

resonance'frequency'between'the'Zeeman'sublevels'(propor=onal'to'B),'

measured'through'magne=c'resonance'with'a'signal'enhanced'by'op=cal'

pumping.'

•  This'instrument'has'a'high'internal'acquisi=on'rate'(1kHz),'which'makes'it'

possible'to'acquire'scalar'data'at'250'Hz'rate'(cutLoff'at'100'Hz,'“Burst'

mode”)'and'to'acquire'“vector'mode”'data'at'1'Hz,'thanks'to'the'design'

described'below'(for'details,'see'Gravrand'et'al.,'2001).'

•  Three'perpendicular'coils'generate'periodic'magne=c'fields'with'known'

amplitudes'(bm~'50'nT)'and'three'different'known'(and'adjustable)'

frequencies'beyond'1'Hz'(at'about'8'Hz,'11'Hz'and'13'Hz).''

•  Real'=me'analysis'of'the'scalar'field'measured'at'1'kHz'makes''it'possible'

to'measure'the'scalar'field'together'with'all'field'components'along'the'

three'coil'axis'at'1'Hz'(cutLoff'at'0.2'Hz,'“Vector'mode”).'

Want to learn more ? 
http://swarm-mission.cnes.fr 
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As the magnetic reference of the ESA Swarm mission, ASM shall provide absolute 
measurements of the Earth’s magnetic field strength, with unequaled 
performances, independent of the field modulus, the spatial position and 
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- Measurement range: [15 µT - 65 µT], 
- Scalar bandwidth / sampling rate : 

- Standard mode:  [0 – 0,4 Hz]  / 1 Hz 
- Burst mode :  [0 – 100 Hz] / 250 Hz 

 - for ambient noise level measurement  
 - may also have a scientific interest ? 

- Scalar resolution / precision :    
-  Resolution < 1 pT/ √Hz [DC-100 Hz] demonstrated over the [15 µT - 65 µT] range  
- Precision < 1 pT (Fs = 1 Hz, BW = 0,4 Hz ! σ = R * √BW < 1 pT) 

-  Scalar accuracy : 
-  The internal ASM accuracy error sources have been accurately characterized 
-  Maximum accuracy error after correction : σmax : 65 pT 

- Stability :  
-  Better than 25 pT over 15 days, demonstrated at Chambon-La-Forêt (IPGP) 

ASM SIDE MISSION  
On an experimental basis, ASM shall provide absolute measurements of the 
Earth’s magnetic field direction , the nominal Swarm vector data being delivered by 
the VFM.  
" unique instrument in providing simultaneous absolute scalar & vector 
measurements at the same point 
" auto calibration, permanent quality assessment, stability, no offsets nor drifts  
Performances (inversely proportional to the field modulus) : 

- Measurement range : ± 65 µT 
- Sampling rate :  1 Hz 
- Bandwidth :  [DC- 0,4 Hz] 
-  Resolution :  < 1 nT/√Hz at 40 µT 
-  Absolute accuracy  ≤ 1 nT (2 σ) at 40 µT 

Proven concept on ground, performance to be validated in flight (will depend on the 
background noise). Swarm will offer a unique opportunity to validate the ASM vector 
data in orbit by comparing them with the VFM’s, thus opening the way for a potential  
in-space cross calibration.  

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE (SCALAR MEASUREMENT) 
ASM is a magnetic field to frequency converter based on atomic spectroscopy 
of the 4He in its metastable level 23S1. The magnetic field modulus B0 is directly 
proportional to the magnetometer’s resonance frequency F (Zeeman effect) : 

B0 = F / γ4He, with γ4He / 2π ≈ 28 GHz / T 
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STATUS  
6 ASM instruments are integrated on the 3 Swarm satellites (full cold redundancy), 
which are ready for shipment to the launch site.  
The launch from Plessetsk with a Rockot launcher is due by the end of 2013.  
ASM level 1B products will be validated during the first months following the launch, in 
close partnership between CNES, CEA-Leti and IPGP. 

SENSOR’S ISOTROPIC DESIGN 

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE (VECTOR MEASUREMENT) 
Innovative concept based on the scalar architecture using 3 orthogonal coils: 
superposition of 3 AC low frequency modulations (amplitude ~ 50 nT) on the 
static field B0, along 3 orthogonal directions. A real time analysis of the resulting 
scalar measurement, with simple deconvolution operations, provide then 
simultaneously a direct estimation of the magnetic field projections on the three 
modulation directions in addition to the static field determination. 
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A non magnetic sensor 
including the 4He cell, 
based on an isotropic 
design with a static and 
a rotating part, optimal 
resonance conditions 
controlled by a 
piezoelectric motor : no 
dead zones. 
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Vector calibration process and results  

m = +1 
m = 0 
m = -1 

4He metastable state 
23S1 

4He excited state 
23P0 

4He ground state 
11S0  

Selective optical 
pumping (laser) 

Radiative  
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t~10-7s 

 
HF discharge  Lifetime 

t~10-3s 

Magnetic 
resonance at 
frequency F 
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bmx cos(Ωxt) 
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bmz cos(Ωzt) 
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bmy cos(Ωyt) 
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•  This'vector'mode'successfully'works'

on'Swarm'(see'Léger'et'al.,'2015;'

Fraker'et'al.,'2016,'and'box'3).'
•  A'miniaturized'version'of'this'

instrument'with'expected'improved'

performance'is'currently'developed'by'

CEALLé='(see'Rutkowski'et'al.,'2014).'

'

Fraker'et'al.,'Swarm'Absolute'Scalar'Magnetometers'first'in−orbit'results,'

Acta%Astronau+ca,'121,'76L87,'doi:'10.1016/j.actaastro.2015.12.025,'2016.'
Gravrand'et'al.,'On'the'calibra=on'of'a'vectorial'4He'pumped'magnetometer,'

Earth%Planets%Space,'53,'949L958,'2001.''
Hulot'et'al.,'Swarm's'absolute'magnetometer'experimental'vector'mode,'an'

innova=ve'capability'for'space'magnetometry,'Geophys.%Res.%Le9.,'42,'doi:'
10.1002/2014GL062700,'2015.''

Léger'et'al.,'InLflight'performance'of'the'Absolute'Scalar'Magnetometer'

vector'mode'on'board'the'Swarm'satellites,'Earth%Planets%Space,'67:'57,'2015.'
Rutkowski'et'al.,'Towards'a'miniature'atomic'scalar'magnetometer'using'a'

liquid'crystal'polariza=on'rotator,'Sensors'and'Actuators'A'216,'386L393,'

2014.'

Vigneron'et'al.,'A'2015'Interna=onal'Geomagne=c'Reference'Field'(IGRF)'

Candidate'Model'Based'on'Swarm’s'Experimental'Absolute'Magnetometer'

Vector'Mode'Data,'Earth%Planets%Space,'67':'95,'doi':'10.1186/
s40623L015L0265L4,'2015.''

The'ESA'SWARM'mission'in'brief'

End of  April 2014 6 hrs: April 2018 3 hrs: April 2016 

•  1' Hz' Swarm' experimental' vector' mode' data' have'

successfully' been' used' in' combina=on' with' star' camera'

aotude'data,'to'build'models'of'the'core'and' lithospheric'

fields'(cf.'Hulot'et'al.,'2015;'Vigneron'et'al.,'2015).'

•  These' models' have' been' validated' by' comparison' with'

analogous' models' derived' from' the' Swarm' nominal' data'

(combining'ASM'scalar'and'VFM'rela=ve'vector'data).'

•  These' results' validate' the' possibility' of' using' ASM' vector'

mode'data'for'such'scien=fic'goals,'without'the'need'for'an'

addi=onal'(VFM'type)'rela=ve'vector'magnetometer.'

Field'modelling'using'the'ASM'vector'mode'

Main'field'radial'component'Br'at'the'surface'of'the'core'in'2014'(n=1L13)'

reconstructed'thanks'to'Swarm'experimental'ASM'vector'mode'data'

Lithospheric'radial'component'Br'at'the'surface'of'the'Earth'(n=15L45)'

reconstructed'thanks'to'Swarm'experimental'ASM'vector'mode'data'

Ionospheric'studies'using'the'ASM'burst'mode'

Electron'density'

(Langmuir'Probe)'

Field'fluctua=ons'

(ASM'Burst)'

Power'Spectral'Density'

(ASM'Burst)'

Field'fluctua=ons'

(ASM'Burst)'

Power'Spectral'Density'

(ASM'Burst)'

5' Mo?va?ons'for'a'circular'LEO'orbit'at'60°'inclina?on'''
•  Orbits'of'the'three'Swarm'satellites's=ll'do'not'provide'an'op=mal' local'=me'(LT)'coverage:'only'four' local'=mes'

(accoun=ng' for' the' ascending' and' descending' orbits,' and' for' the' fact' that' two' satellites' orbit' sideLbyLside)' are'

currently'being'covered'each'day,'with'a'LT'separa=on'that'will'reach'6h00'only'in'April'2018,'and'a'global'LT'dri`'

(of'2,7h/months)'that'provides'a'coverage'of'all'LT'in'only'4,4'months'(see'box'2).'
•  A'circular'LEO'(at'~500'km)'with'60°'inclina=on'would'provide'a'complete'LT'coverage'in'only'one'month'(36'days)'

between'la=tudes'L60°'and'60°.'These'are'la=tudes'for'which'such'a'LT'coverage'would'be'most'beneficial.''''

'

'

'

•  In'addi=on,'a'LEO'60°'inclined'orbit'would'provide'=e'points'crossing'at''60°'angle,'allowing'artefacts'linked'to'the'

systema=cally'NorthLSouth'path'of'the'orbits'of'the'Swarm'satellites'(and'of'all'previous'absolute'magnetometry'

missions)' to'be'corrected' for' (which'would'be'most'beneficial' for' the' reconstruc=on'of' the' lithospheric'field,' in'

par=cular).'

! !Local'=mes'provided'by'orbits'on'days'1,'9,'18'and'27,'

illustra=ng'the'full'LT'coverage'a'LEO'60°'inclina=on'orbit'would'provide'in'36'days''

36'days'of'geographic'coverage'a'LEO'60°'inclina=on'orbit'

would'provide'(1'point'every'100s)'

6' The'NanoMagSat'12U'concept'
A'CNES'study'(now'phase'0+)'points'at'the'possibility'of'building'a'12U'

nanosatellite''(20cmx20cmx30cm,'when'folded)'consis=ng'of':'

•  A'gravity'gradient'stabilized'solu=on,'with'a'2m'long'deployable'

boom'radially'oriented'outwards,'avoiding'the'need'for'a'

permanent'aotude'control'system'(stability'has'been'shown'to'be'

compa=ble'with'the'payload'needs,'miniaturized'magnetotorquers'

in'the'main'body'covering'the'need'for'minimum'occasional'and'

emergency'aotude'control),'and'offering'magne=c'cleanliness'for'

the'main'magne=c'payload'(see'below).'

•  No'propulsion'(no'need'for'orbit'control).'

•  Deployable'solar'panels'to'cover'power'needs.'

The'envisioned'payload'would'consist'of:'

•  Improved'miniaturized'absolute'ASM'magnetometer'capable'of'

simultaneously'providing'1Hz'vector'and'250Hz'(possibly'higher'
frequency,'depending'on'data'transmission'constraints)'scalar'data,'

located'on'an'op=cal'bench'at'the'=p'of'the'boom.'

•  A'set'of'two'star'cameras'(STR)'located'on'the'same'op=cal'bench'

for'accurate'aotude'res=tu=on'(1Hz'sampling'rate).'

•  An'advanced'miniature'high'frequency'magnetometer'(based'on'

the'Tunnel'MagnetoResistance'TMR'concept)'providing'rela=ve'

vector'magne=c'measurements'in'the''0.01HzL500Hz'range'

(possibly'higher),'located'at'midLboom'to'complement'the'ASM'at'

high'frequencies'and'improve'quality'of'the'ASM'vector'data'at'1Hz'

(correc=ng'for'natural'signals'occasionally'interfering'with'the'ASM'

vector'modula=ons,'see'box'1).''
•  A'dual'frequency'GPS'(antenna'on'the'side'of'the'main'body).'

•  A'Langmuir'probe,'the'loca=on'of'which'remains'to'be'defined.'

Fully'deployed'CONFIGURATION 12U (1/3)

Configuration lancement

Configuration GS déployés Configuration vol

Sonde ASM

SST 

Launch'

configura=on'

CONFIGURATION 12U (1/3)

Configuration lancement

Configuration GS déployés Configuration vol

Sonde ASM

SST 

ASM'

STR'

CONFIGURATION 12U (2/3)

Senseurs solaires
Antenne GPS

Bloc 
alimentation

Electronique 
SST

Récepteur 
GPS

magnétocoupleurs

Conteneur mât

Cellules 
batterie

Volume disponible 
pour le DPU ASM

Emetteur / Récepteur 
bande S 

Carte 
OBC

TMR

Solar'sensors'

GPS'antenna'

Magnetotorquers'

GPS'

Receivers'

Boom'

container'

STR'

Electronics'

OBC'

Card'

'

S'Band'emiker/

receiver'
ASM'DPU'

Power'Supply'

'

Bakery'

cells'

7' Scien?fic'goals'and'perspec?ves'

The'Phase'0'has'been'extended'to'improve'on'the'miniaturiza=on'of'the'ASM'and'on'the'design'of'the'satellite'

and'to'further'inves=gate'electromagne=c'compa=bility'issues.'

Detailed'end,to,end'simula?ons'of'the'scien?fic'benefit'such'a'mission'would'bring'will'be'carried'out'in'2017,'
in' the' context'of' a'working'group'organized'within' the'premises'of' the' Interna=onal' Space'Science' Ins=tute' in'

Bern'(if'you'are'interested'in'par?cipa?ng'in'these'simula?ons,'please'get'in'touch'with'G.'Hulot,'gh@ipgp.fr).''
Beyond'Swarm,'NanoMagSat'would'pave'the'way'to'permanent' lowLcost'(5L10'M€'single'unit' ini=al'cost'range)'

mul=Lsatellite' collabora=ve'observa=on'of' the' geomagne=c'field' and' ionospheric' environment,' complemen=ng'

the'INTERMAGNET'network'of'groundLbased'magne=c'observatories.'

We'aim'at'a'launch'on'a'60°'inclined'orbit'before'

decommissioning'of'Swarm'(s=ll'useful'if'only'one'polar'orbi=ng'

satellite'remains'in'opera=on).'NanoMagSat'would'help'

improve:'

•  temporal'resolu=on'of'ionospheric'Sq'field'models'(monthly),'

•  temporal'resolu=on'of'core'field'secular'varia=on'and'

accelera=on'(subLannual),'

•  lithospheric'field'models'(removing'NorthLSouth'biases),'

•  inves=ga=ons'of'currents'induced'in'the'solid'Earth,'and'

currents'produced'by'oceanic'circula=on,'

•  inves=ga=ons'of'instabili=es,'currents'and'waves'in'the'

ionosphere'at'equatorial'and'nonLpolar'la=tudes.'

Contact:'G.'Hulot;'gh@ipgp.fr'

NanoMagSat current phase 0 design 
§  12U Cubesat (20cmx20cmx30cm) with 

a 2m boom for the magnetometry 
payload 

§  Miniaturised ASM magnetometer in 
dual vector/burst mode, with two 
star cameras (STR). 

§  Possibility of miniaturized VFM or 
search coils (possibly based on 
Tunnel Magneto Resistance, TMR) to 
also measure high frequency vector 
field fluctuations (up to 500 Hz or 
further) 

§  Langmuir Probes (Te, Ne) 
§  Dual frequency GPS (TEC) 
§  Little attitude control: gravitationally 

stabilized (requirement: spin < 40°/mn 
swing < 30°/mn to keep bias below 
0.2nT) 

§  No propulsion 

    

Launch 
configuration 
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NanoMagSat current phase 0 design 
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•  Several' (one' or' two' days' long)' burst' mode' sessions' were' run' during'

commissioning' of' Swarm.' This' allowed' performance' analysis' of' the'

instruments,' and' also'made' it' possible' to' detect' scien=fically' relevant''

ionospheric'signals.'

•  Below' is' an' example'of' high' frequency' signals' detected'when' crossing'

plasma'bubbles'(19/01/2014,'21:30'local'=me):'

'

•  Below'are'loca=ons'where'similar'signals'could'be'detected'by'the'ASM'

instruments' on' board' the' three' Swarm' satellites'within' the' ' 10L50'Hz'

frequency' range' on' the' same' day' (19/01/2014).' These' signals' were'

detected'by'the'three'satellites'(which'were'following'each'other'closely'

on'a'“pearl'on'a'string”'configura=on'on'that'day),'only'at'night'(21h30'

LT),' and'never'on'day' side' (9h30'LT).'These' signals'were'detected' in'a'

way'consistent'with'signals'detected'by'the'Langmuir'probes.'This'shows'

that' the' burst' mode' can' robustly' detect' high' frequency' signals'

associated'with'plasma'bubbles.'

'

•  Interes=ng' “whistler”' signals' could' also' be' detected' by' the'ASM'burst'

mode.'Those' illustrated'below'occurred'on'22/02/2014,'when'the' local'

=me' was' 18:27,' at' an' equatorial' la=tude' and' longitude' of' 84°.' These'

whistlers' were' simultaneously' detected' by' all' satellite' and' are''

unambiguously' associated' with' the' occurrence' of' lightning' within' the''

troposphere' (for' more' details,' see' Poster' AE33B,0447' “WhistlerLlike'

Signals'Detected'Simultaneously'by'Swarm'Satellites”'by'Coïsson'et'al.).'''

•  Three' iden=cal' satellites' launched'on'November'2013,' two'

satellites'sideLbyLside'(1.4°'separa=on)'on'a'polar'LEO'(87.4°,'

currently' at' about' 460' km' al=tude),' with' a' local' =me' (LT)'

dri`' of' about' 2,7h/month,' a' third' satellite' on' a' slightly'

higher'orbit'(88°,'currently'at'about'520'km),'allowing'for'a'

progressive'LT'separa=on.'

•  Expected' life=me:' Complete' constella=on' up' to' at' least'

2022,'higher'satellite'up'to'at'least'2024.'

•  Payload:'

L  ASM'magnetometer'(CEA/LETI,'CNES),'that'can'operate'in'

vector'mode'(1Hz)'or'Burst'mode'(250'Hz)'(see'box'1)'
L  Fluxgate' magnetometer' (1Hz/50' Hz)' and' star' camera'

(DTU'Space,'2'Hz)'

L  Accelerometer'(VZLU,'CZ),'1'Hz'

L  Electric' Field' Inst.' (Charge'par=cle' imager,'UC;' Langmuir'

Probe,'Uppsala,'2'Hz)'

L  GPSR''(Ruag),'1'Hz'

•  Scien=fic' goals:' Inves=ga=on' of' the' magne=c' fields' of' the'

core,' lithosphere,' ionosphere,' magnetosphere,' oceans' and'

of' the' electrical' currents' these' induce,' as' well' as' of' the'

ionospheric'environment.'

•  Technical'goals'relevant'for'the'NanoMagSat'project:'

demonstra=ng'the'usefulness'of'the'ASM’s'burst'and'vector'

modes'(the'laker,'experimental).'

Towards'lowLcost'permanent'spaceLborne'observa=on'of'the'geomagne=c'field'and'ionospheric'environment 
G.'Hulot1,'J.M.'Léger2,'P.'Vigneron1,'T.'Jager2,'F.'Bertrand2,'P.'Coïsson1,'E.'Astafyeva1,L.'Tomasini3'

1IPG'Paris,'Sorbonne'Paris'Cité,'Université'Paris'Diderot'–'CNRS,'France;'2CEALLe=,'MINATEC'Campus,'Grenoble,'France;'3CNES,'Toulouse,'France.'
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SpaceLborne'observa=on'of'the'Earth’s'magne=c'field'and'of'the'ionospheric'

environment'started'early'on' in' the'history'of'space'explora=on.'Only'since'

1999,' however,' has' con=nuous' low' Earth' orbi=ng' observa=on' successfully'

been' achieved,' thanks,' in' par=cular,' to' the' Oersted,' CHAMP' and' Swarm'

missions.' These' missions' have' demonstrated' the' usefulness' of' longLterm'

con=nuous'observa=on'from'space'for'a'wealth'of'applica=ons,'ranging'from'

understanding' the' fast' and' small' scales' of' the' Earth’s' core' dynamo,' to'

inves=ga=ons' of' s=ll' poorly' understood' ionospheric' phenomena.' Here' we'

point' out' that' such' observa=ons' could' be' achieved' by'much' cheaper' freeL

orbi=ng' gradient' stabilized' 12U' nanosatellites,' such' as' the' “NanoMagSat”'

nanosatellite' concept' currently' under' phase' 0' within' CNES.' Such' satellites'

would' not' require' sophis=cated' orbit' or' aotude' control,' and' would' take'

advantage'of'a'miniaturized'version'of'the'absolute'magnetometer'designed'

by'CEALLETI,'which'currently'operates'on'the'Swarm'mission.'This'instrument'

is' capable' of' simultaneously' providing' absolute' scalar' and' vector'

measurements' of' the' magne=c' field' at' 1' Hz' sampling' rate,' together' with'

higher' frequency' (250' Hz' sampling' rate)' absolute' scalar' data.' It' would' be'

coupled' with' star' imagers' for' aotude' res=tu=on,' together' with' other'

instruments' providing' addi=onal' measurement' capabili=es' for' ionospheric'

science' and' monitoring' purposes' (vector' field' measurements' beyond' 1Hz,'

plasma'density,'electron'temperature,'TEC,'in'par=cular).'Because'Swarm'will'

very' likely' ensure' data' acquisi=on' on' polar' orbits' for' at' least' another' 10'

years,' a'first' “NanoMagSat”' satellite' could'be' launched'on'an' inclined'orbit'

(within'the'60°'range)'to'provide'a'muchLneeded'fast' local'=me'coverage'of'

all' subLauroral' la=tudes.' Beyond' this' maiden' mission,' “NanoMagSat”'

satellites'could'next'be'used'as'a'baseline'for'the'progressive'establishment'

and'maintenance'of'a'permanent'interna=onal'network'of'a'small'number'of'

satellites,'operated'and'coordinated'simultaneously'and' in'a'way'analogous'

to'the'Intermagnet'network'of'ground'magne=c'observatories.''
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ASM MAIN MISSION  
As the magnetic reference of the ESA Swarm mission, ASM shall provide absolute 
measurements of the Earth’s magnetic field strength, with unequaled 
performances, independent of the field modulus, the spatial position and 
orientation :  
- Measurement range: [15 µT - 65 µT], 
- Scalar bandwidth / sampling rate : 

- Standard mode:  [0 – 0,4 Hz]  / 1 Hz 
- Burst mode :  [0 – 100 Hz] / 250 Hz 

 - for ambient noise level measurement  
 - may also have a scientific interest ? 

- Scalar resolution / precision :    
-  Resolution < 1 pT/ √Hz [DC-100 Hz] demonstrated over the [15 µT - 65 µT] range  
- Precision < 1 pT (Fs = 1 Hz, BW = 0,4 Hz ! σ = R * √BW < 1 pT) 

-  Scalar accuracy : 
-  The internal ASM accuracy error sources have been accurately characterized 
-  Maximum accuracy error after correction : σmax : 65 pT 

- Stability :  
-  Better than 25 pT over 15 days, demonstrated at Chambon-La-Forêt (IPGP) 

ASM SIDE MISSION  
On an experimental basis, ASM shall provide absolute measurements of the 
Earth’s magnetic field direction , the nominal Swarm vector data being delivered by 
the VFM.  
" unique instrument in providing simultaneous absolute scalar & vector 
measurements at the same point 
" auto calibration, permanent quality assessment, stability, no offsets nor drifts  
Performances (inversely proportional to the field modulus) : 

- Measurement range : ± 65 µT 
- Sampling rate :  1 Hz 
- Bandwidth :  [DC- 0,4 Hz] 
-  Resolution :  < 1 nT/√Hz at 40 µT 
-  Absolute accuracy  ≤ 1 nT (2 σ) at 40 µT 

Proven concept on ground, performance to be validated in flight (will depend on the 
background noise). Swarm will offer a unique opportunity to validate the ASM vector 
data in orbit by comparing them with the VFM’s, thus opening the way for a potential  
in-space cross calibration.  

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE (SCALAR MEASUREMENT) 
ASM is a magnetic field to frequency converter based on atomic spectroscopy 
of the 4He in its metastable level 23S1. The magnetic field modulus B0 is directly 
proportional to the magnetometer’s resonance frequency F (Zeeman effect) : 

B0 = F / γ4He, with γ4He / 2π ≈ 28 GHz / T 
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STATUS  
6 ASM instruments are integrated on the 3 Swarm satellites (full cold redundancy), 
which are ready for shipment to the launch site.  
The launch from Plessetsk with a Rockot launcher is due by the end of 2013.  
ASM level 1B products will be validated during the first months following the launch, in 
close partnership between CNES, CEA-Leti and IPGP. 

SENSOR’S ISOTROPIC DESIGN 

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE (VECTOR MEASUREMENT) 
Innovative concept based on the scalar architecture using 3 orthogonal coils: 
superposition of 3 AC low frequency modulations (amplitude ~ 50 nT) on the 
static field B0, along 3 orthogonal directions. A real time analysis of the resulting 
scalar measurement, with simple deconvolution operations, provide then 
simultaneously a direct estimation of the magnetic field projections on the three 
modulation directions in addition to the static field determination. 
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A non magnetic sensor 
including the 4He cell, 
based on an isotropic 
design with a static and 
a rotating part, optimal 
resonance conditions 
controlled by a 
piezoelectric motor : no 
dead zones. 
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Vector calibration process and results  

m = +1 
m = 0 
m = -1 

4He metastable state 
23S1 

4He excited state 
23P0 

4He ground state 
11S0  

Selective optical 
pumping (laser) 

Radiative  
desexcitation 

t~10-7s 

 
HF discharge  Lifetime 

t~10-3s 

Magnetic 
resonance at 
frequency F 

→ 
bmx cos(Ωxt) 

→ 
bmz cos(Ωzt) 

→ 
bmy cos(Ωyt) 

→ 
B0 

•  The'ASM'is'a'magne=c'field'to'frequency'converter,'with'B=F/γ."

•  γ'is'the'4He'gyromagne=c'ra=o'for'the'23S1'state,'and'F'is'the'magne=c'

resonance'frequency'between'the'Zeeman'sublevels'(propor=onal'to'B),'

measured'through'magne=c'resonance'with'a'signal'enhanced'by'op=cal'

pumping.'

•  This'instrument'has'a'high'internal'acquisi=on'rate'(1kHz),'which'makes'it'

possible'to'acquire'scalar'data'at'250'Hz'rate'(cutLoff'at'100'Hz,'“Burst'

mode”)'and'to'acquire'“vector'mode”'data'at'1'Hz,'thanks'to'the'design'

described'below'(for'details,'see'Gravrand'et'al.,'2001).'

•  Three'perpendicular'coils'generate'periodic'magne=c'fields'with'known'

amplitudes'(bm~'50'nT)'and'three'different'known'(and'adjustable)'

frequencies'beyond'1'Hz'(at'about'8'Hz,'11'Hz'and'13'Hz).''

•  Real'=me'analysis'of'the'scalar'field'measured'at'1'kHz'makes''it'possible'

to'measure'the'scalar'field'together'with'all'field'components'along'the'

three'coil'axis'at'1'Hz'(cutLoff'at'0.2'Hz,'“Vector'mode”).'

Want to learn more ? 
http://swarm-mission.cnes.fr 

ASM MAIN MISSION  
As the magnetic reference of the ESA Swarm mission, ASM shall provide absolute 
measurements of the Earth’s magnetic field strength, with unequaled 
performances, independent of the field modulus, the spatial position and 
orientation :  
- Measurement range: [15 µT - 65 µT], 
- Scalar bandwidth / sampling rate : 

- Standard mode:  [0 – 0,4 Hz]  / 1 Hz 
- Burst mode :  [0 – 100 Hz] / 250 Hz 

 - for ambient noise level measurement  
 - may also have a scientific interest ? 

- Scalar resolution / precision :    
-  Resolution < 1 pT/ √Hz [DC-100 Hz] demonstrated over the [15 µT - 65 µT] range  
- Precision < 1 pT (Fs = 1 Hz, BW = 0,4 Hz ! σ = R * √BW < 1 pT) 

-  Scalar accuracy : 
-  The internal ASM accuracy error sources have been accurately characterized 
-  Maximum accuracy error after correction : σmax : 65 pT 

- Stability :  
-  Better than 25 pT over 15 days, demonstrated at Chambon-La-Forêt (IPGP) 

ASM SIDE MISSION  
On an experimental basis, ASM shall provide absolute measurements of the 
Earth’s magnetic field direction , the nominal Swarm vector data being delivered by 
the VFM.  
" unique instrument in providing simultaneous absolute scalar & vector 
measurements at the same point 
" auto calibration, permanent quality assessment, stability, no offsets nor drifts  
Performances (inversely proportional to the field modulus) : 

- Measurement range : ± 65 µT 
- Sampling rate :  1 Hz 
- Bandwidth :  [DC- 0,4 Hz] 
-  Resolution :  < 1 nT/√Hz at 40 µT 
-  Absolute accuracy  ≤ 1 nT (2 σ) at 40 µT 

Proven concept on ground, performance to be validated in flight (will depend on the 
background noise). Swarm will offer a unique opportunity to validate the ASM vector 
data in orbit by comparing them with the VFM’s, thus opening the way for a potential  
in-space cross calibration.  

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE (SCALAR MEASUREMENT) 
ASM is a magnetic field to frequency converter based on atomic spectroscopy 
of the 4He in its metastable level 23S1. The magnetic field modulus B0 is directly 
proportional to the magnetometer’s resonance frequency F (Zeeman effect) : 

B0 = F / γ4He, with γ4He / 2π ≈ 28 GHz / T 
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STATUS  
6 ASM instruments are integrated on the 3 Swarm satellites (full cold redundancy), 
which are ready for shipment to the launch site.  
The launch from Plessetsk with a Rockot launcher is due by the end of 2013.  
ASM level 1B products will be validated during the first months following the launch, in 
close partnership between CNES, CEA-Leti and IPGP. 

SENSOR’S ISOTROPIC DESIGN 

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE (VECTOR MEASUREMENT) 
Innovative concept based on the scalar architecture using 3 orthogonal coils: 
superposition of 3 AC low frequency modulations (amplitude ~ 50 nT) on the 
static field B0, along 3 orthogonal directions. A real time analysis of the resulting 
scalar measurement, with simple deconvolution operations, provide then 
simultaneously a direct estimation of the magnetic field projections on the three 
modulation directions in addition to the static field determination. 
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A non magnetic sensor 
including the 4He cell, 
based on an isotropic 
design with a static and 
a rotating part, optimal 
resonance conditions 
controlled by a 
piezoelectric motor : no 
dead zones. 
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Vector calibration process and results  

m = +1 
m = 0 
m = -1 

4He metastable state 
23S1 

4He excited state 
23P0 

4He ground state 
11S0  

Selective optical 
pumping (laser) 

Radiative  
desexcitation 

t~10-7s 

 
HF discharge  Lifetime 

t~10-3s 

Magnetic 
resonance at 
frequency F 

→ 
bmx cos(Ωxt) 

→ 
bmz cos(Ωzt) 

→ 
bmy cos(Ωyt) 

→ 
B0 

•  This'vector'mode'successfully'works'

on'Swarm'(see'Léger'et'al.,'2015;'

Fraker'et'al.,'2016,'and'box'3).'
•  A'miniaturized'version'of'this'

instrument'with'expected'improved'

performance'is'currently'developed'by'

CEALLé='(see'Rutkowski'et'al.,'2014).'

'
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Earth%Planets%Space,'53,'949L958,'2001.''
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10.1002/2014GL062700,'2015.''
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Rutkowski'et'al.,'Towards'a'miniature'atomic'scalar'magnetometer'using'a'

liquid'crystal'polariza=on'rotator,'Sensors'and'Actuators'A'216,'386L393,'

2014.'

Vigneron'et'al.,'A'2015'Interna=onal'Geomagne=c'Reference'Field'(IGRF)'

Candidate'Model'Based'on'Swarm’s'Experimental'Absolute'Magnetometer'

Vector'Mode'Data,'Earth%Planets%Space,'67':'95,'doi':'10.1186/
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The'ESA'SWARM'mission'in'brief'

End of  April 2014 6 hrs: April 2018 3 hrs: April 2016 

•  1' Hz' Swarm' experimental' vector' mode' data' have'

successfully' been' used' in' combina=on' with' star' camera'

aotude'data,'to'build'models'of'the'core'and' lithospheric'

fields'(cf.'Hulot'et'al.,'2015;'Vigneron'et'al.,'2015).'

•  These' models' have' been' validated' by' comparison' with'

analogous' models' derived' from' the' Swarm' nominal' data'

(combining'ASM'scalar'and'VFM'rela=ve'vector'data).'

•  These' results' validate' the' possibility' of' using' ASM' vector'

mode'data'for'such'scien=fic'goals,'without'the'need'for'an'

addi=onal'(VFM'type)'rela=ve'vector'magnetometer.'

Field'modelling'using'the'ASM'vector'mode'

Main'field'radial'component'Br'at'the'surface'of'the'core'in'2014'(n=1L13)'

reconstructed'thanks'to'Swarm'experimental'ASM'vector'mode'data'

Lithospheric'radial'component'Br'at'the'surface'of'the'Earth'(n=15L45)'

reconstructed'thanks'to'Swarm'experimental'ASM'vector'mode'data'

Ionospheric'studies'using'the'ASM'burst'mode'

Electron'density'

(Langmuir'Probe)'

Field'fluctua=ons'

(ASM'Burst)'

Power'Spectral'Density'

(ASM'Burst)'

Field'fluctua=ons'

(ASM'Burst)'

Power'Spectral'Density'

(ASM'Burst)'

5' Mo?va?ons'for'a'circular'LEO'orbit'at'60°'inclina?on'''
•  Orbits'of'the'three'Swarm'satellites's=ll'do'not'provide'an'op=mal' local'=me'(LT)'coverage:'only'four' local'=mes'

(accoun=ng' for' the' ascending' and' descending' orbits,' and' for' the' fact' that' two' satellites' orbit' sideLbyLside)' are'

currently'being'covered'each'day,'with'a'LT'separa=on'that'will'reach'6h00'only'in'April'2018,'and'a'global'LT'dri`'

(of'2,7h/months)'that'provides'a'coverage'of'all'LT'in'only'4,4'months'(see'box'2).'
•  A'circular'LEO'(at'~500'km)'with'60°'inclina=on'would'provide'a'complete'LT'coverage'in'only'one'month'(36'days)'

between'la=tudes'L60°'and'60°.'These'are'la=tudes'for'which'such'a'LT'coverage'would'be'most'beneficial.''''

'

'

'

•  In'addi=on,'a'LEO'60°'inclined'orbit'would'provide'=e'points'crossing'at''60°'angle,'allowing'artefacts'linked'to'the'

systema=cally'NorthLSouth'path'of'the'orbits'of'the'Swarm'satellites'(and'of'all'previous'absolute'magnetometry'

missions)' to'be'corrected' for' (which'would'be'most'beneficial' for' the' reconstruc=on'of' the' lithospheric'field,' in'

par=cular).'

! !Local'=mes'provided'by'orbits'on'days'1,'9,'18'and'27,'

illustra=ng'the'full'LT'coverage'a'LEO'60°'inclina=on'orbit'would'provide'in'36'days''

36'days'of'geographic'coverage'a'LEO'60°'inclina=on'orbit'

would'provide'(1'point'every'100s)'

6' The'NanoMagSat'12U'concept'
A'CNES'study'(now'phase'0+)'points'at'the'possibility'of'building'a'12U'

nanosatellite''(20cmx20cmx30cm,'when'folded)'consis=ng'of':'

•  A'gravity'gradient'stabilized'solu=on,'with'a'2m'long'deployable'

boom'radially'oriented'outwards,'avoiding'the'need'for'a'

permanent'aotude'control'system'(stability'has'been'shown'to'be'

compa=ble'with'the'payload'needs,'miniaturized'magnetotorquers'

in'the'main'body'covering'the'need'for'minimum'occasional'and'

emergency'aotude'control),'and'offering'magne=c'cleanliness'for'

the'main'magne=c'payload'(see'below).'

•  No'propulsion'(no'need'for'orbit'control).'

•  Deployable'solar'panels'to'cover'power'needs.'

The'envisioned'payload'would'consist'of:'

•  Improved'miniaturized'absolute'ASM'magnetometer'capable'of'

simultaneously'providing'1Hz'vector'and'250Hz'(possibly'higher'
frequency,'depending'on'data'transmission'constraints)'scalar'data,'

located'on'an'op=cal'bench'at'the'=p'of'the'boom.'

•  A'set'of'two'star'cameras'(STR)'located'on'the'same'op=cal'bench'

for'accurate'aotude'res=tu=on'(1Hz'sampling'rate).'

•  An'advanced'miniature'high'frequency'magnetometer'(based'on'

the'Tunnel'MagnetoResistance'TMR'concept)'providing'rela=ve'

vector'magne=c'measurements'in'the''0.01HzL500Hz'range'

(possibly'higher),'located'at'midLboom'to'complement'the'ASM'at'

high'frequencies'and'improve'quality'of'the'ASM'vector'data'at'1Hz'

(correc=ng'for'natural'signals'occasionally'interfering'with'the'ASM'

vector'modula=ons,'see'box'1).''
•  A'dual'frequency'GPS'(antenna'on'the'side'of'the'main'body).'

•  A'Langmuir'probe,'the'loca=on'of'which'remains'to'be'defined.'

Fully'deployed'CONFIGURATION 12U (1/3)

Configuration lancement
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Launch'

configura=on'

CONFIGURATION 12U (1/3)

Configuration lancement

Configuration GS déployés Configuration vol

Sonde ASM

SST 

ASM'

STR'

CONFIGURATION 12U (2/3)
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7' Scien?fic'goals'and'perspec?ves'

The'Phase'0'has'been'extended'to'improve'on'the'miniaturiza=on'of'the'ASM'and'on'the'design'of'the'satellite'

and'to'further'inves=gate'electromagne=c'compa=bility'issues.'

Detailed'end,to,end'simula?ons'of'the'scien?fic'benefit'such'a'mission'would'bring'will'be'carried'out'in'2017,'
in' the' context'of' a'working'group'organized'within' the'premises'of' the' Interna=onal' Space'Science' Ins=tute' in'

Bern'(if'you'are'interested'in'par?cipa?ng'in'these'simula?ons,'please'get'in'touch'with'G.'Hulot,'gh@ipgp.fr).''
Beyond'Swarm,'NanoMagSat'would'pave'the'way'to'permanent' lowLcost'(5L10'M€'single'unit' ini=al'cost'range)'

mul=Lsatellite' collabora=ve'observa=on'of' the' geomagne=c'field' and' ionospheric' environment,' complemen=ng'

the'INTERMAGNET'network'of'groundLbased'magne=c'observatories.'

We'aim'at'a'launch'on'a'60°'inclined'orbit'before'

decommissioning'of'Swarm'(s=ll'useful'if'only'one'polar'orbi=ng'

satellite'remains'in'opera=on).'NanoMagSat'would'help'

improve:'

•  temporal'resolu=on'of'ionospheric'Sq'field'models'(monthly),'

•  temporal'resolu=on'of'core'field'secular'varia=on'and'

accelera=on'(subLannual),'

•  lithospheric'field'models'(removing'NorthLSouth'biases),'

•  inves=ga=ons'of'currents'induced'in'the'solid'Earth,'and'

currents'produced'by'oceanic'circula=on,'

•  inves=ga=ons'of'instabili=es,'currents'and'waves'in'the'

ionosphere'at'equatorial'and'nonLpolar'la=tudes.'

Contact:'G.'Hulot;'gh@ipgp.fr'

     
§  12U Cubesat (20cmx20cmx30cm) with 

a 2m boom for the magnetometry 
payload 

§  Miniaturised ASM magnetometer in 
dual vector/burst mode, with two 
star cameras (STR). 

§  Possibility of miniaturized VFM or 
search coils (possibly based on 
Tunnel Magneto Resistance, TMR) to 
also measure high frequency vector 
field fluctuations (up to 500 Hz or 
further) 

§  Langmuir Probes (Te, Ne) 
§  Dual frequency GPS (TEC) 
§  Little attitude control: gravitationally 

stabilized (requirement: spin < 40°/mn 
swing < 30°/mn to keep bias below 
0.2nT) 

§  No propulsion 
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Aiming at a launch before 2021   

§  Swarm’s constellation is complete up to 2023, at least 

§  Higher Bravo satellite could stay even longer in orbit, likely well beyond 2024 
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Combined Days 1, 9, 18 and 27 of local time and geographic coverage 

!

On a (say) 60° inclination LEO orbit, which  
would provide the missing local times fast 
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Ongoing activities   
§  A NanoMagSat Phase 0 study within CNES has led to a technological 

maturation plan and a number of R&T studies currently under way   
§  An ISSI working group has been organized to run a set of 

complete end-to-end simulations with the help of the Swarm 
science community (and assistance from CNES and ESA, see     
http://www.issibern.ch/workinggroups/leo60/) 
ü  A first workshop has been held in April 2017 (20 participants), 

tasks have been identified (generation of synthetic orbits and data) 
ü  Synthetic data will be used to test the recovery of signals 
ü  If you are not currently involved and are interested in 

participating, please let me know (gh@ipgp.fr) 
ü  Next workshop is to take place at ISSI Bern in spring 2018 

(exact dates to be confirmed in September 2017) 
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